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This is bullet hell , bullet curtain and manic shooter 2D Game!
Destroy enemies coming from all directions.

It is a personal production game of high-vision visuals and music.
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Some of the movement can be ackward, but overall a fun game.. This game is a total mess. Not only is the text hysterical to read
due to god awful English translations, but the controls don't respond beyond the left mouse button for attack and right mouse
button to walk. You also get slammed with hordes of enemies and higher level foes out of nowhere. At one point I was on the
character screen upgrading, I died, and played the game with zero health and invicibility. Didn't help any because I got swarmed
by one horde of higher level enemies after another. I saved and quit the game and when I chose continue it restarted everyhing
but didn't respawn the bear for the very first quest so I couldn't continue, as well as kept my level but not my upgrade points or
even the points I spent.

Unless you intend to finish this game in one sitting, you're not going to finish it. Until the developer fixes these problems, it's
best to save your money. It's a shame because it's not the worst Unity game that looks like it uses a ton of assets in an action rpg
I've played (could be wrong, just basing it on looks), but even when (and if) the repairs are made it still won't be anything of
great interest unless massive upgrades are implemented and quick to make it stand out as more than a generic looking title.. It's
pre-oreder bundle missions that I've already completed and low grade gear. Gear is not even worth the time since my character
is already sporting all Legendary gear. I agree with another reviwer - Get your act together Ubisoft. You can be 100% sure I will
NOT be pre-ordering the next AC game.. The graphics though simple are neat. At this point I have spent most of my time in
game playing in multiplayer. Multiplayer is easy to set up through steam though you will have to deal with the occasional lag
issue.

Finding recipes is teadious as is finding metal, all in all a good game if you are the type of person who enjoys resource gathering
over time. If not this might not be the game for you.. an RTS that will never be outdone. I like it, if you are new to vr and you
have a fear of heights this will certainly get the adrenalin going. If you are used to vr as i am its a good balance\/ coordination
exercise.
. If you're looking for a chill game without all the mindless violence, yet one that still requires you to think, look no further.

The thing I like about Trackless is that it lets you progress by solving puzzles using verbs. It requires you to stop and think, yet
its not difficult to come up with answers. Also, if you just want to explore and not worry about high score then you can actually
reuse old verbs when applicable. Otherwise there are multiple answers that are expected to interact with the environment.
Overall it was a treat to see an old premise get revived in this way. In the end the game was very enjoyable to play through.

When it comes to sound, it also was excellent and the ost essentially added to the atmosphere. I`ll definately check out the artist.
The voice overs were meh, but they did not detract from the gameplay. It was a good choice to leave them in so you can use
multiple senses while exploring.

The only cons that come to mind are slow movment speed for the first 3\/4 quarters of the game and the fact that I enjoyed it so
much that I wish it was longer with greater interactions.

I`ll look forward to what the dev has to offer in the future.

. this much less a strategy game and more a coding game.

unable to run in fullscreen had to run in windowed.

terrible menu UI, in game UI not great but it seems to be more akin to a coding game as i said.

bottom line only buy if you are into coding games.. 10/10 Gameplay. Here is my favorite of all characters.
She is like a cool female Darthvader.
Plays like a boss character.
awesome music theme.
Easy to play.
Pretty cool....
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I'm not a Ferrari fan, but I was suitably impressed by the cars in this pack. The 458 GT3 is ok, being much amer and faster than
you would think, but my surprise came from the F1 cars. Very entertaining, and not as difficult to drive as one would imagine. I
use no driver aids at all either. The Maserati 12 and 6 cylinder cars are sketchy. I dunno if they need tweaking a little, but
control is very limited. Yes, I know the cars really were sketchy, but they feel a litttle floaty. The Lamborghini is cool. Sounds
nice, and goes like a stabbed rat. IMO, the best car of the pack would be the Maserati MC GT4. I took one in plain red, and it
looked lovely. It's fast, but not lairy. It's the sound that gets me though. It's the best sounding car in the entire catalogue of cars. I
make full use of mods too, and it is wihout a doubt, the best sounding car I have ever heard in the game, bar none. The overrun
is spine tingling. The bundled track, Red Bull Ring, is ok, but it's a ring. Not in the traditional sense of an oval or circle, but you
only really seem to turn right. Very pretty circuit tthough, and a reasonable place to race or test handling. I recommend this
DLC, as I recommed all DLC for Assetto Corsa.
EDIT: There is a car not mentioned in the blurb, a Maserati Levante S. It's a crossover SUV thing. It's ok.. First puzzle. You
need a rope and bucket. The bucket is lying on the ground in plain sight. The rope is sticking obviously out from a tree within
clear reach of the player. But you cannot pick it up. How do you get it, by getting ontop of the nearby well and jumping onto an
invisible platform on the tree sprite then jumping onto the part of the tree where the rope is thus knocking it down and allowing
you to pick it up.

This makes zero practical sense why the player cannot pull the rope down from the tree like any ape could. And it makes zero
ethical sense because the platform you need to jump to is literally not visible at all nor is that part of the tree more pronounced
or differently coloured then the rest. It is just an invisible platform which lines up with a part of the generic background tree
sprite. And you can only even reach it if you jump while specifically standing on the well.

Second puzzle. Get a bowl. Where is the bowl. The bowl is in a screen which you reach by walking into a solid wall with zero
indication that it is anything other then a wall and before this puzzle triggered the wall was actually solid as well. So the player
has absolutely no way of knowing this area even exists without randomly walking into the solid wall and realizing it leads to a
new screen which has perpetual barking sound effects which have probably given me a headache.

Third puzzle. Find a use for the milky feather. The previous puzzle was leading up to you milking a cow and spurting the milk
onto a black feather you found. Makes no sense. Ran around the whole map, could not find anything to use the feather on. Ran
around the whole map, could not think of anything to use the feather on because this makes no sense.

This is not an adventure game it is a puzzle game and it is an incredibly bad puzzle game at that. First puzzle, took forever to
solve because it requires you to jump onto an invisible platform you have no way of knowing is there. Second puzzle, took
forever to solve because it requires you to enter a hidden screen you have no way of knowing is there. Third puzzle, makes no
sense at all and could not even find anything at all to solve it with. The solution is probably exactly like the other two,
completely unintuitive and basically hidden from the player.

At that point I did not even stop playing because I was fed up with the awful puzzles, I quit because I did not want to have to
search around in the screen with the dogs barking in the background anymore. Here comes the headache that will last multiple
times longer then this games playtime even if I did bother to suffer through it all.. Turba is sort of a Lumines clone ('Lumines ?
What's that ?' Well... do your homework !) but instead of multicolored squares you try and match 3 or more single colored
squares. Yes, yes, it's like all those other games (Bejeweled, Puzzle Quest, you name it) but you can also use your own music
(everyone knows that my taste in music is excellent ;)). It's a plus for me, especially since it's integrated into the gameplay.
Solid puzzle game right here.

[Rating: 67/100]. For the price this is totally Worth A Buy!

But do not expect many game modes or a long campaign\/story (multiplayer i have not played)
instead expect a grind through the singleplayer with nice water details and boat feeling combined with weapons\/boost + you can
upgrade all boats (but beware some of them do not need better sterring)

ps. would easy had paid twice as much or more ^^
all i can say is that russian game developers need more confident and believe more in them self (you got the skillz)
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edit: here are 2 screenshots to give you a idea about ingame graphics (this is not max settings)
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=415308016
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=415011281. I really enjoyed this. Wheres episode 3?. While this
game is very different from other Saints Row titles, it achieves a more consistent theme than any previous title. As others have
(sometimes angrily) pointed out, Agents of Mayhem is not Saints Row, and it doesn't need to be. It's Agents of Mayhem, a game
which tries to be a sort of 'Saturday morning cartoon' playground, with the benefits and drawbacks that come along with that.
The benefits are the vibrant and fun characters throughout, and these are the primary draw of the gameplay; you complete
missions to unlock characters and skins to customise their look. This is where the game really shines, every 'agent' you unlock
has unique mechanics and abilities, as well as distinctive personalities. I found collecting them all to be a great incentive, and
even if I didn't personally like the gameplay or personality of some characters, I could always appreciate the work that had gone
into them. No character feels lazy or tacked on here, they all have their niche that has been well developed, and more
importantly, they all fit the world of Agents of Mayhem.

The setting is far from the traditional 'criminal\/gangster' premise of the Saints Row titles, but we had long moved on from that
anyway. The previous Saints Row titles have felt like the developers have thrown everything they could at the wall just to see
what stuck. You're a wacky moblord fighting luchadors and ninjas with hoverbikes and a brutish clone of your deceased friend,
no wait! You're the president of the US! No wait! You're a superhero in the matrix fighting aliens after Earth has been
destroyed!

Agents of Mayhem takes a complete sidestep to all of that frustrated continuity and fan expectation by saying that there's an
alternate universe in which Johnny Gat is a cop in Seoul, Pierce Washington is the kingpin of the original Stillwater gangs and
Kinsey Kensington is an elite hacker who joins Mayhem instead of the Saints. These characters and more are present for fans of
the original series to appreciate, however this game succeeds in creating a world that is a lot more thematically consistent than
the ones before.

There are flaws with the game. The formulaic missions from the previous titles are alive and well, and the game world is not
very big. This all said however, the game feels like a love letter to Saturday morning cartoons and can be a lot of fun if that style
and good hero gameplay is what you're after.. not worth the price
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